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Archive of maps, aerial photos and satellite images are to be modeled on map
projections and CAD-Globe. Time series of maps, aerial photos and satellite images
express “ historical reality” at certain time epochs on the earth. 3D-CAD realizes 3D
image maps corresponding to respective map projections and transforms them into the
unified global geodetic reference frame. 3D image maps could be generated from aerial
photos and satellite images by photogrammetric triangulation. Digital Elevation Models
derived from stereo matched point grids and LIDAR profiles could be combined with
3D image maps to represent terrain landscape in 3D-CAD display. So 4D Image Map
Archive ( X,Y,Z and Time) are to be prepared with aerial survey materials, like maps,
aerial photos and satellite images for many decades and centuries. This paper reports
such an 4D Image Map Archive of Kyoto city from maps and aerial photos starting from
19th century up to the present and application fields of 4D Image Map Archive Designed
Aerial Survey for cadastral survey and Forestry research/administration in the world.
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1. 4D Image Map Archive Designed Aerial Survey ( 4D-IMADAS )
1.1 Definition
4D-Image Map Archive Designed Aerial Survey (4D-IMADAS for short) is a technology, in digital
archiving system, to archive time series of image maps, based on geocentric global coordinate system and
CAD-Globe (named in 1992) using 3D-CAD, representing map images, satellite images, aerial photos
and drone images as measurable and designable 3D image models.
4D-IMADAS is composed of 3D-CAD based map projections and photogrammetric 3D image modeling
for 4D Image Map Archive, reflecting historical reality of photo/image/map resources. Historical reality
of individual periods is accurately displayed on the unified map projection coordinate system on 3D-CAD
and GIS environment. The appearance of 4D- Image Map Archive of the world is shown in
latitude-longitude map projection as an example in the next figure.

Fig. 1.

1.1.1

ASAFAS Kyoto University 4D-Image Map Archive ( prototype: 2013 )

3D-CAD map projections and CAD-Globe on AutoCAD Map 3D

On 3D-CAD operation, map projections and coordinate transformations are expressed in digital
vector/raster forms as smoothly enlarged and reduced shapes. Different map projections like UTM,
Lambert Conformal Conic and Lat-Long projections are interactively, instantaneously and rigorously
transformed on 3D-CAD display for mensuration and analysis. As the globes stimulated new continents
for discoverers, Google Earth guides travelers in the world with car navigation system. In this field, the
author showed the method of CAD-Globe with map projection on 3D-CAD in ISPRS: International
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing Washington Congress 1992. 1)

Fig. 2. CAD-Globe and Map projection

(Japan Geodetic Datum 2000)

1.1.2

3D image modeling from aerial photos and satellite stereo models on 3D-CAD

Photogrammetric 3D image models are realized on so-called photogrammetric stereo plotter for
topographic mapping of national basic maps. The most advanced configuration of photogrammetric stereo
plotter has the following specifications;
(1)

3D-display PC ( Notebook or Desktop type) with 3D stereo graphic board

(2)

Photogrammetric orientation ( 3D image modeling ) software

(3)

Bundle triangulation, DEM stereo matching and Ortho-Mosaicking softwares

(4)

3D-image model combined 3D-CAD system, like AutoCAD, ArcGIS and Microstation

Fig. 3. Photogrammetric 3D image modeling – 3D-CAD system

Nowadays, satellite stereo image model and drone reality captured image are to be measurable on the
photogrammetric 3D modeling system.

Fig. 4.

1.2

Satellite Images-Summit Evolution stereo model –Google Map image on AutoCAD

4D Image Map Archive of Kyoto (19th - 21st centuries) and old map projections

After opening the country the late 19th century, Japanese modern regime and military organizations
started mappings, trigonometric control point surveying for national land information and taxation.
Shogun era from 17th to 19th centuries conducted feudal territory land mappings three times nationwide
with domestic primitive surveying devices and Japanese own arithmetic. Learning from European
scientific references in physics and astronomy, shogun government organized mapping projects along

coast lines and major roads for some decades around the beginning of 19th century. We have those
technological legacy as “ Inoh’s map series” in different scales on durable excellent Japanese papers. Map
projections are derived from Germany on Bessel 1841 ellipsoid and polyhedron projection with plane
table surveying. Photogrammetry has been developed as the state of the art technology at the whole
epochs, comparing with the most advanced products in the world.

1.2.1

Tadataka Inoh’s 200K maps in 1820-1888 to Japan Geodetic Datum2000 maps

Tadataka Inoh’s medium scale maps were used as basic maps for many decades combined with the
trigonometric geodetic network projects nationwide. Those maps were rearranged in 200K maps of
longitude 1degree x latitude 40 minutes, in the years from 1887 to 1893, before Sino-Japanese war in
1894 - 1895 and Russian-Japanese war in 1904- 1905.

About 100 map sheets are now summarized on

3D-CAD in latitude-longitude coordinate system as georeferenced image maps. To compare with year
2000 maps, coastal line shows us production accuracy and usability, with many geographical names and
boundaries as historical reality before aerial photogrammetry.

Fig. 5.

Year 1880s-200K maps (100 image maps) –Year 2000 map coast lines(in blue) in JGD06

Fig. 6.

Year 1880s-200K maps-Kyoto Biwako coast lines

1.2.2

Modern 20K maps of Kyoto City area in 1890 and 1912

For Kyoto City area, large scale mappings had been completed two times in 1890 and 1912, without and
with trigonometric geodetic coordinates. Those maps are now combined to the unified World geodetic
datum, using ellipsoidal transformation from Bessel1841 to GRS80 ellipsoids of ITRF94 geodetic datum.
These image maps are representative on historical reality in the period of early 20th century.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

1.2.3

Year 1889: maps and prefectural boundaries and enlarged Imperial palace

Year 1910: maps and prefectural boundaries and enlarged maps of Imperial palace

Kyoto city Urban planning base maps of 3K in 1936

As the first large scale urban planning base maps, Kyoto city office produced 1/3,000 maps over the city
area in latitude-longitude coordinate system, using plane table surveying, which was to be applied for
polyhedron map projection. This mapping was supported by authentic trigonometric and levelling
network adjustments. This series of maps is now succeeded with new transverse Mercator projection via
datum transformation, to reconfigure national base map grids of world geodetic datum system 2000.

Fig. 9.

Yr. 1910: Map grids – Yr. 1936:Map grids – Yr. 1936: Map images of Imperial palace

1.2.4

Recent 1/2500 urban planning maps and 10K-25K topographic maps in 20-21st centuries

As data source of National Spatial Data Infrastructure, 2500 urban planning maps are digitalized in
specified map symbols of public surveying and mapping projects.
With BIM: Building Information Management or CIM: Civil Infrastructure Modeling, map features are
modelled in 3D-CAD system. For these applications, photogrammetric 3D-modeling and mensuration are
combined with point cloud surface modeling like TIN and Grid surfaces. Digital Elevation Models are
well draped by orthogonally projected images for construction designing and landscape representation.
3D image models and 3D-diorama could be used as measurable and designable objects in 3D-CAD. Such
3D-diorama could be applied on topographic maps for landscape designing and city planning.

1.3

Aerial Photogrammetry in Kyoto city area

3D image models are one of the major components in 4D Image Map Archive. Aerial photogrammetry
has evolved from planimetric topographic mapping instrument to 3D image model mensuration
technology on PC with 3D-CAD system for Landscape modeling and designing.
As many types of aerial photos are available in different decades along with photogrammetric steps
towards digital camera, advanced orientation and DEM-Ortho-Mosaic production, acquiring 10 times
better accuracy than the era of mechanical photogrammetry as standard production process.

1.3.1

10K-40K aerial photos taken by US aerial cameras

Even now there may be valuable military aerial photos before the World War II, current available aerial
photos of Japan were taken by US Air Force nationwide in 1946-1948 before Korean war from
1950-1953. From standpoint of ordinary photogrammetric engineers, quality of duplicated paper prints
lacks fiducial marks, calibrated focal length and lens distortion corrections for interior orientation. This
would have fatal failures in interior and relative orientations. By reconfiguring the model orientation
theory based on spatial similarity transformation, we succeeded in acquiring 3D models of exterior
orientation and bundle adjustment, after clearing obstacles by nature.

Fig. 10.

USAF exposure points in 1946 ( Index map and adjusted coordinates )

1.3.2

Bundle triangulation of 1946 aerial photos and 3D image modeling and 3D-diorama

In 1946 aerial photos were taken by commonly used 5” lens camera in 1: 10,000 and 1: 40,000 photo
scales. After having scanned paper prints, tie point measurement for bundle adjustment was processed on
3D- photogrammetric station: Summit Evolution (DATEM), and MATCH-AT (INPHO) to construct 3D
image models on 3D PC-display-3D-CAD for mensuration. These 3D image models are used for 3D
diorama representation.

Kyoto University Yr. 1946 stereo model –Yr. 1911 Image Map on AutoCAD Map

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.
Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

CAD-Globe (Autodesk Infraworks) : Japan archipelagos

Yr. 1946 aerial photos + 5m DEM for Kyoto Univ 3D diorama on CAD-Globe

Yr. 1936maps-Yr. 2003Ortho-Yr. 2009maps-enlarged Yr. 2003Ortho-Mosaic-enlarged

Fig. 15.

1.3.3

Kyoto Yr. 2003 aerial photos 3D image model and Yr. 2009-25K image map

Bundle triangulation of 2003 aerial photos and 3D image modeling and 3D-diorama

In 2003 large scale aerial photos of 1/10,000 photo scale were taken by Film Camera Wild RC30,
scanned in 20um pixel images and adjusted with bundle triangulation for 3D image modeling on Summit
Evolution and 3D-diorama on Autodesk Infraworks360, using stereo matching DEM to represent current
historical reality of Kyoto city in year 2003.

1.3.4

4D-Image Map Archive and 3D-diorama Modeling for Kyoto city 3D image models

In Kyoto City, in years 2000s

“ Digital Archive Research Center” was established in front of Kyoto

Station building for digital preservation of national treasures, as World Heritage City project. The
contents were mostly artifacts and artistic products, except maps and antique maps. As 4D Image Map
Archive could start from map collections and map catalogues for Internet viewing and scientific retrievals
for historians and geographers, new concept of 3D Image Map on CAD-Globe is now created in CSEAS
Kyoto University. For configuration of 4D Image Map Archive, we needed the technology of aerial
survey extended to the most advanced photogrammetry with satellite Image 3D modeling and Unmanned
Aviation System. So we named this approach as “ 4D- Image Map Archive Designed Aerial Survey “. So
we start from Kyoto city 3D image models as historical reality in different time periods.

Fig. 16.

Yr. 2003-OrthoMosaic 3D-diorama and Yr. 2009-25K maps 3D-diorama

1.4 Kyoto Heian Capital plan : design and excavated reality
In ancient eras of Japanese history, Kyoto Heian Capital plan was well organized after previous capital
plans and referred to Tang dynasty of China, with rectangular symmetrical location of unit blocks,
configuring imperial palace, governmental facilities and aristocrat-citizen residential sites, characterized
by the central major street of 84m.The designed plan, so called Jyo (streetwise block)- Bou (avenuewise
block), had been kept as standard for many centuries during construction and reconstruction projects. The
historical reality has been revealed by archaeological excavations in these decades. The designed Jyo-Bou
plan, the standard scale rule and the origin-azimuthal line are conjugate elements for historical reality.

1.4.1

Capital plan documentation in 8th century

Engishiki- under laws and ordinances; rules and regulations of Heian dynasty issued in 8 th centurydesigned and defined the capital plan called Kyotei explicitly in old scale system. As fundamental sizes of
several kinds of roads and blocks were expressed in Shaku - Jyo - Chou unit scales, we could define
Jyo-Bou plan as a whole for the entire area of Heian Capital in old scale system. To put the capital plan on
the existing maps in different eras and dynasties, we have to refer to not only documental evidences but
also excavated reality in metric system and global geodetic reference frame with GNSS satellite
surveying. As the current area of Kyoto city is overlapped with the old Heian capital zones, present roads
and blocks are distributed over the old frameworks of Heian capital. So reconfiguring the Heian capital
plan is a kind of jigsaw puzzle play, according to the real construction projects, making spotted maps.

1.4.2

Excavated Capital zones and facilities

Kyoto city archaeological research institute was established for archaeological researches and is
responsible to reveal the historical status of Heian Capital with Capital plan.
Since most of buried ruins of Heian Capital are covered by existing buildings and roads, excavation
processes took for many years, even in partial areas. So major parameters to designate the designed
capital plan onto the current coordinate system are as follows;
(1) Scale factor of the scale systems between old and current metric scale
(2) Origin of the rectangular capital plan, like the intersection of most southern road and the major
central road, which could be measurable at excavation site.
(3) Azimuthal angles of major central road (north-south) and street lines(west-east)
Current results of the above mentioned parameters are shown as follows;
(1) Old 1 Shaku = 29.844518cm; 1 Jyou=10Shaku; 1Chou= 40 Jyou= 119.378m
(2) Ox= -110,862.58m; Oy= -23,233.30m ( in Japan Geodetic Datum1952; Pl. Re. Co.No.6)
(3) Azimuth= -14’23” (from true north), which corresponds about 21m for 5km(N-S line)
Further research works based on GNSS surveying and astronomical point positioning at excavated sites
would solve more accurate positioning of Heian Capital Plan “ Jyo-Bou map” for ancient landscape.

1.4.3

3D reconstruction of Heian Capital plan on 3D-CAD system

With explicit definition of Heian Capital plan, we have now configured a graphical expression of Heian
Capital plan on 3D-CAD system, based on a graphical sketch from a description of Engishiki; historical
official document , as shown in the following figures.

Fig. 17.

1.4.4

Heian-Capital Plan (Kunikazu Yamada) , Plan basic map (in DWG) and 3D-diorama

Database retrieval and usage on Kyoto Heian Capital 4D- Image Map Archive

After having transformed into the existing image map on 3D-CAD, the image maps are overlaid on
DEM (Digital Elevation Model) orthogonally. This type of 3D-diorama could be designed, using civil
engineering commands. This is the key aspect of BIM (Building Infrastructure Modeling) to realize
landscape modeling for national resilient land projects. 4D-Image Map Archive could be the database and
working process for most of administrative applications. For more than 1,000 years from A.D. 794 to A.D.
1868, Kyoto was the national capital city called Heian Capital, and registered as a World Heritage in 1994
at 12th centennial year. Based on the collections of CSEAS Kyoto University; Map Library, we could
overview the goal of 4D Image Map Archive for not only documental collections as an archive but also
designing platform of materials for landscape representation of city infrastructure.

1.5 4D Image Map Archive : Conceptual schema
There are a few libraries in Japan which have well organized collections of maps and aerial photos.
Among them Kyoto University Library, CSEAS Kyoto University Map Library and Fukui University
Library are advanced institute to digitize collected maps and aerial photos. From the current status of
those organizations compared with overseas Map libraries, we could propose the process for 4D Image
Map Archiving. When the author visited the libraries which own special maps of ex-Japan Army
covering

south eastern Asian countries in 1920-30s, only viewing the single copied maps or copying

partially were allowed. Some researchers want to put maps together as a backdrop of their own thematic
maps. For this kind of request, we need to conjugate map sheets in digital form in designate map
projection. Those combined map sheets could be operable on 3D-CAD system or GIS system for
research purpose. There are few Map libraries which allow the user to download map images in TIF or
JPG file format. We have just started to organize GIS oriented catalogue and index maps in unified map
sheet numbering system. As for aerial photos, photo prints are to be scanned in 10um pixel format for
photogrammetric orientation and triangulation to establish 3D image models and 3D image diorama.

Fig. 18. Map sheet drawers in CSEAS Kyoto University and Fukui University and aerial photos
Map projections, precise photogrammetry, satellite surveying and ground surveying are the basis of
time-series 3D Image maps. In other words, they are data acquisition technology to capture
geoinformation data sources; so called “Geodata”. On this basis, 4D-Image Map Archive Designed
Aerial Survey needs archive configuration technology. Archive configuration technology has the
following concept and fundamental components.

Fig. 19．3D Image Map - 4D Image Map Archive : Perspective Schema

2. Configuration of 4D-Image Map Archive
Time series of image maps are configured on 3D-CAD to represent 4D- Image Map Archive.
The major rolls of 4D- Image Map Archive could be summarized with the following components.
(1) 3D-CAD based map projection to represent time series of image maps
(2) World geodetic datum to unify ground controls and geodetic network adjustment
(3) 3D- image modeling by photogrammetric orientation and bundle adjustment
(4) 3D-satellite surveying for mobile mapping and direct exterior orientation
(5) 3D-CAD assisted relational database and spatial analysis for 3D-GIS

2.1 3D-CAD based map projections and photogrammetric 3D mapping
The major contents of 4D-Image Map Archive are 3D image maps, 3D image models and Internet
environment. 3D image maps are accurately derived from original printed maps in different periods
and map projections. Now we have the fortune to scan original printed maps in digital image format
for CAD commands in 3D map projection coordinate systems. Successfully 3D-CAD could
transform the graphical entities of map features; vector/raster data from one coordinate system to the
other instantaneously. Modern maps are made by plane table surveying or by photogrammetric
procedures. Nationwide maps have been mainly produced for military purposes, reflecting the
technological status of photogrammetry, like photo-mosaicked pictomap, stereo plotter compilation
map, ortho photo map. These maps are now to be scanned as basic high resolution map images. By
using bundle adjustment in aerial triangulation, aerial photos are reconstructed as 3D image models
on digital stereo plotter with 3D-CAD system for 3D image mapping and 3D diorama map.
This conceptual schema is shown as below;

Fig. 20. Analog stereo plotter and bundle aerial triangulation

Fig. 21. Photogrammetric 3D Modelling and aerial triangulation (bundle adjustment)

Fig. 22. Photogrammetric 3D image modeling and archiving components
The most essential characteristics of photogrammetry is the ground ( object ) coordinate accuracy, and
3D image modeling via bundle aerial triangulation ensures the inherent accuracy of the digital images,
like 1 pixel = 5um. Accuracy measures of 3D image models is pixel size x image scale ( lens focal length
/ flight height), then large scale aerial photo images is superior to TS ground surveying. 3D Image Model
Measurement is as accurate as Ground TS surveying as follows;
PhotoScale;1/2,000(Flight Height;300m）:Image error;10μm、Angular error;10″, Ground error;20mm.
PhotoScale;1/10,000(Flight Height;1500m）:Image Error;10μm、Angular error;10″, Ground Error;10cm.

2.1.1

Global ellipsoid, Geodetic datum and Map projections

Since Ptolemaios wrote “ Geographia” 2000 years ago, the earth has been approximated with
spheroid or ellipsoid. The origin is currently positioned at the gravity center of the earth, and in these
decades geodetic datum refers to World Geodetic System 84 using GNSS observations. Now we
could apply unified map projections on precise geodetic reference frame. We should have exact and
common perception on these items, so we could use 3D-CAD map projection commands as basis.

Fig. 23. Geophysical position with 2-ellipsoids and Map to CAD-Globe
The above mentioned relationship is realized in 3D-CAD and modelled for 4D-IMADAS. There we
have explicit definition of geodetic datum and global ellipsoid with accuracies of transformation
parameters corresponding to GNSS epochs. Current capability of 3D CAD supports positional
accuracy of 1mm to 1016 in the whole solar system, since Pluto is 1014mm away from the earth.

Fig. 24. CAD Globe and reference-current-globes in geodetic datum transformation

2.1.2

4D-IMADAS and Surveying: definition in Kanji Chinese characters；”測量学“

The author has decided to define “Surveying” in English as the following Kanji Chinese characters, after
long practical experience in major technological fields of surveying and translation of fundamental
documents in surveying theory. The term “Surveying” has 3 components in Kanji Chinese characters (3
characters for short ; 6 characters in detail) as follows;
(1)

“soku ten： 測 天”; To measure the location of GNSS(Global Navigation Satellite System)
satellites, and to adjust the position of the receiver antenna.

Reference：”Satellite Geodesy “ 2003; Guenter Seeber
(2)

“ryo chi：量地”; To plot the features on the ground, based on receiver ground control points.
Reference: ”NahbereichsPhotogrammetrie”
: ”Photogrammetrie”

(3)

2014; Thomas Luhmann

2000; Karl Kraus

“gaku jin：学人”; To evaluate the accuracy, applying, the state of the art, Error-theory and
Least Square Adjustment-theory.
Reference: “:Ausgleichungsrechnung”

2008; Wolfgang Neimeier

The latter characters “ten chi jin：天地人 “ are derived from “ The book of Mencius：孟子”, to teach the
way of human living. The above books were translated into Japanese by the author as parallel translation
as theoretical, technical and practical references.
(4)

Fundamental theory used in AutoCAD Map 3D are written in the following book.
Reference: Map Projections-A Working Manual 1987 John P. Snyder

2.1.3

Ptolemaei “Geographia” : From Geographia to Area Studies

Geography ( Geographic Information System) needs New Map Projection, Atlas book and CAD-globe.
Ptolemaei “Geographia” told us the roll of Geographia vs. Topographia.
Geographike Hyphegesis draws the nature and locations of the world (oikumene) as an united whole
( synthesis ) on figures and tables.

Ptolemaei “Geographia” described some characteristics of

Geography in ancient era as follows;
Marinos’s Grid Map Projection ; Latitude Longitude - rectangle Grids Ptolemaei’s Map Projections
( Lat Long coordinates at 8,100 locations )
① Regular Conic Projection ( Cone is tangent to the globe at 36°N .)
② Pseudo Conic Projection
Storabon’s Topographia：placed a top priority on description of regional singular characteristics in the
world individually and in detail. Necessary premises of Geographia are :
To map the reality in the world taking a proper care of proportion, according to the followings;
① Travel record with location information
②

Distance measurement and astronomical observation

(Latitude Zone / Longitude Zone )

Area Studies, with reference to Ptolemaios’s definition of Geographia, would find new starting point of
approaches, representing the Latitude / Longitude locations of events. This is the author’s proposal for the
methodology of area studies. In 1985, “Geographia” was translated by emeritus professor Tetsuo
Nakatsukasa of Kyoto University, who was my classmate in the university and supervised by my
ex-professor Takeo Oda who wrote many books of old maps in Japan and the world.

Fig. 25.

Ptolemaei “ Geographia “ and Fig.1 /Fig.4

Fig. 26. UTM projection and Gerardas Mercator(1512-94)

Modern cartography learned from Gerardas Mercator a lot, mathematical basis was established by Karl
Friedrich Gauss and practical system was summarized by Johann Heinrich Louis Krueger in Germany.
Gauss-Krueger projection has been used as a world standard, using conformal transformation on ellipsoid
for cylindrical map projection. This approach was transplanted in USSR, USA and Japan on their own
ellipsoids. Japan introduced in 1952 with Bessel ellipsoid 1841 for the Survey act and UTM map
projection, and transferred to Japan Geodetic Datum 2000 with GRS80 ellipsoid and ITRF94 datum.

Fig. 27. UTM map projection : 60 zones ( Map projections- a working manual: USGS)

As shown in the above figure, grid names are defined in every 6 degrees of abscissa (60 zones) and in 8
degrees of ordinate. Adding to presentation of the point location on map projections, around year 2010
and later , inflatable globe like Google-Earth appeared to show roads and houses with geographical names,
ground structures and administrative boundaries, on PCs and tablet devices. With 3D-CAD, like Autodesk
Infraworks 2014, globe-type platform of land information basis data which matches map images with 3D
vector features to be displayed and measured for the forthcoming designing and building process. The
author expressed this concept which combines map and globe on 3D-CAD as CAD-globe, in 1992 at
ISPRS-Washington congress, at the beginning of digital mapping projects nationwide.

2.1.4

Japanese GIS and German GIS

During my research, experimental and application works, I presented my paper to FIG ( International
Federation of Surveyors) congress 2014 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, titled “Cadastre2014 Japan Initiative”. After 20 years research works of FIG Commission 7, Vision “ Cadastre 2014 “ document was
reevaluated as a guideline of GIS application, corresponding with ISO standards, like the Charter of the
United Nations, as the guideline for Normalization and Standardization. In this process, we have
important achievements of concepts like LADM

(Land Administration Domain Model Standard) and

the land registration system AAA-data schema from Germany as the Model of German GIS.

Fig. 28. Cadastre 2014 - GeoInfoDoc – AAA
The author translated “ AAA- specification” into Japanese in 2007, during the course of revision of
Japanese public surveying specification. Photogrammetrie ( Karl Kraus ; Band 3: Topographische
Informationssysteme ; Duemmler 2000 ) illustrates GeoInformationsSysteme(GISe), which is the
superordinate concept of geographic information system in Germany. Photogrammetry is the major player
of topographic Information system, and multi- purpose cadaster for land information system (LIS) is the
basis of GeoInformationsSysteme (GISe).

Fig. 29. Geo-InformationsSysteme (GISe)

Fig. 30.

German Surveying- and Land Information System and Cadastral Survey (2010/2015)

2.2 Satellite Surveying：Parameter Estimation Gnss Assisted Surveying System ;PEGASUS
Satellite surveying has the origin at the center of mass of earth, since GNSS satellites rotate around

the earth along elliptic loci, one of whose focuses is the gravity center of the earth and the motion
can be described by Keplerian parameters and perturbation coefficients. As GNSS satellites could be
regarded as global control points depending on the time accuracy, the distance from GNSS emission
center to receiver antenna phase center gives us the 3D vector from the origin of geocentric
coordinate system at receiving time interval, as 3D vector bundle, computed in the real time network
adjustments with ground reference stations. Error parameters of the observations are adjusted in
“ parameter estimation approach” of satellite geodesy. The fundamental schema is shown below;
Point coordinates are derived from the formula:

Fig. 31.

Fig. 32.

2.2.1

Satellite surveying : point coordinates; Bi ; 3D vector ri = rj - ∆rij

GNSS satellite locus, Kepler parameters and 3D vector bundle at antenna phase center

Parameter Estimation satellite geodetic network adjustment

Parameter Estimation Satellite Surveying Network Adjustment regards global positioning satellites (its
gravity center) as global control points, which have the origin of the coordinate system at earth gravity
center. As basic observables, 3D vectors from more than 5 satellites gained as instantaneous time ranges
( pseudo ranges) from satellites to rover antenna ( phase center ) are computed in a least square

adjustment process, for every time interval, giving the adjusted coordinates and standard deviations of the
rover antenna phase center. This parameter estimation approach was developed in 1983 at University of
Hannover; Institute of Geodesy by Dr. Wuebbena, and named as GEONAP；GEOdetic NAvstar

Positioning, then applied for German national geodetic network adjustment in 1999 (DREF91). This
approach differs from Japanese “ Interferometric Positioning Approach” of Japan GSI, which uses
differenced

observables to form base lines as basic observables in geodetic network adjustment. Basic

reference is G.Seeber：“Satellite

Fig. 33.

Fig. 34.

Geodesy” (2003)

,translated and submitted to GSI by the author.

Satellite Geodesy, Dr. G. Seeber, DREF91 documentation

GNSS main error sources and classification of Parameter Estimation Satellite Surveying

Fig. 35.

Basic formula of parameter estimation geodetic network adjustment (observation equation)

2.2.2

GEONAP geodetic network adjustments in Japan

For 2 types of applications, Cadastral Survey（ Gifu/Kyoto/Osaka areas) and Volcanic Research
(Kagoshima area) , satellite surveying accuracy evaluation experiments were done by GEONAP.
Remotely located Electronic Control Points (GSI) were used as reference stations with a priori standard
deviation of 2cm, with day long (24hr)-30 sec. interval data in RINEX format.

2.2.2.1 Cadastral Survey satellite surveying (Gifu, Kyoto, Osaka prefectures)
4 ECPs ( ○ ) were selected as the most previous cases since 2011.3.11 earthquake. Targeted regions (⌂ )
were 200-1,000 km away from each other, and included augmented ECPs with 2cm SD.

Fig. 36.

Gifu-Kyoto-Osaka GEONAP : Target regions , ECPs and referenced ECPs
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– additional ECPs were referenced with 2cm SD, and accuracies were

expressed by discrepancies with official coordinates. To be considered, in German surveying
regulation the tolerance on standard deviations are 5mm in planimetry and 8mm in height.

2.2.2.2 Volcanic eruption monitoring – geodetic network adjustment
At volcanos, Sakurajima and Kuchi-Erabujima area, 1 second geodetic network adjustment was
proposed, using widely distributed GSI Electronic Control Points at the most northern sites
(Hokkaido) and at the most southern sites (Okinawa) and targeting Sakurajima area ECPs.

Fig. 34.

2011-2015 ECPs and Kagoshima-Sakurajima observatories

Table 2. Hokkaido(2pts)-Okinawa(2pts) ECPs Comparison
( 2011.03.01(DOY 060) - 2015.05.28(DOY148) )

Based on the above list of comparison, we could indicate the following findings and conclusions:
(1) Planimetric difference (dLongitude) at Shari2-859 is singular
(2) Planimetric differences (dLatidute) at Motobu-496,Gusukube-498 and Shari2-859 are distinct.
(3) Height (d-ellip.) at Motobu-496,Gusukube-498 ,Wakkanai3-848 and Shari2-859 are significant.
The accuracy status nationwide derived by Bernese software in Japan GSI should be compared

with GEONAP adjustment, with respect to the neighboring ECPs in the Eurasian and North
American plates, from the viewpoint of UN-GGRF and integrated geodetic network adjustment.
For plate tectonics research of Japan archipelago, 1 second parameter estimation network
adjustment could be successfully applied in the sense of monitoring and alerting against disasters.

2.2.3

GPS-FKP satellite surveying

Real time approach in parameter estimation geodetic network adjustment is called FKP ( Flaechen
Korrektur Parameter) satellite surveying. Together with GEONAP approach, Parameter Estimation Gnss
Assisted SUrveying System ( PEGASUS for short) is classified as the following table.

Fig. 38.

Fig. 39.

PEGASUS FKP Method

FKP-effect compared with RTK approach of base line solution

FKP satellite surveying activates effect of error surface correction and is operational in dense woods and
urban building area. Also TS instrument is commonly replaced on the same tripod position.

Fig. 40

FKP forest and urban area

Fig. 41.

PEGASUS Meister

Aiming at precise aerial photogrammetry oriented cadastral survey, accuracy evaluation in densely
populated area in Kyoto city was conducted by FKP satellite surveying. As new findings and conclusions,
1 second adjustment and 1cm ground accuracy were confirmed successfully, on the other hand
problematic accuracy of GSI’s ECPs and “ Semi-dynamic-correction” issue were found out at site. Land
Survey Act based public projects have not been completed in Kyoto Prefecture/city. Among prefectures
Kyoto is now ranked at the worst class, so our technological approaches would solve the problems so
quickly, accurately and economically as the future model of this kind of cadastral survey and
geoinformation initiatives to realize resilient national land and infrastructure. FKP satellite surveying
ensures completing results at site, monitoring ECP accuracy and renewal of fixed cadastral control points.

Fig. 42.

Fig. 43.

Kyoto accuracy evaluation

FKP-result: with / without Semi-dynamic-correction

2.3 Photogrammetric Image 3D Modeling : Satellite Image 3D Modeling ;

3D–Diorama

In 2011-2014, we have applied bundle adjustment on old fashioned aerial photos of USAF and BRAF
reconnaissance fights. Some of them were used as materials for photo-mosaicking and map-compilation
on analogue stereo plotters at medium scale mapping. For these decades, such old fashioned aerial photos
were only used as enlarged single prints in some legal materials, but not for photogrammetry and bundle
adjustment. The most critical issue is 3D model formation with small amount of intersecting errors of
conjugate rays of lights, in other words acceptable residuals of tie points. This aspect is cleared by
stereoscopic measurements on existing digital stereo plotters. Those relatively oriented stereo images are
now introduced in bundle block adjustment with sufficient accuracy, and succeeded into DEM stereo
matching, ortho-mosaicking and 3D-diorama generation. In this process we could find such kind of 3D
models which are not well supported by spatial similarity transformation. The characteristic which cause
non-similarity in 3D image model might be common with satellite stereo images. Now we could realize
3D stereo image models from not only aerial photos of central projection but also satellite stereo images
of parallel/central projection on digital stereo plotter on note-book PC version with 3D-CAD system.

2.3.1

Current status of aerial photogrammetry

Current aerial photogrammetry with aerial film type cameras has the following bottle necks;
(1) Forward motion compensation issue
(2) Film to digital image processing
(3) Straight flight lines
(4) Heavy-expensive aerial cameras
(5) Medium scale mapping oriented design ( vs. 1cm accuracy 3D image maps )
(6) No automatic aerial triangulation or non-direct exterior orientation exposure ( GNSS-IMU )
To realize 1cm accuracy on the ground, we can start from image pixel resolution x image scale. Using
digital camera of 5-3 um pixel, we can take 50 Mega pixel images with 1/ 4000 shutter speed and less
than 1 second exposure intervals. In other words we could re-evaluate the potential of precise
photogrammetry with new essential components, starting from Japanese digital camera. I can now
indicate 3 advantages of digital camera 3D stereo models.

2.3.1.1 Angular resolution comparing with theodolite angular measurement
Digital camera has a lens principal point and pixel surface, so focal length and one pixel size stands for
angular resolution. So we take theodolite (Total Station) of 5”

reading, comparing with camera pixel

size 6.4um and focal length 300mm of Canon5D. Then angular resolution of Canon 5D is now 4.4”. If
we would take measuring accuracy of both cases, Canon5D ≈ pixel size / 3 = 1.5 “, and TS ≈angular
resolution x 3= 15”.

Fig. 44.

2.3.1.2

Comparison of angular resolution (Digital Camera vs.TS)

Ground resolution and accuracy comparing with LIDAR point cloud

Airborne laser scanner has now evolved to digital camera compatible point cloud collector. The current
resolution and angular step width (°) reach to a digital camera, so comparison on 3D models are closely
related to the applications.

Fig. 45.

RIEGL VUX-1 vs. Canon5D (21 Mega pixels)

2.3.1.3 3D image models are to be generated by 3 approaches;
In 3D-CAD system, 3 types of 3D image models are used for design and landscape analysis.
(3.1)

Photogrammetric 3D image models

(3.2)

Photogrammetric stereo matching driven 3D-diorama model, via DEM, OrthoMosaicking
and DEM surface modeling

(3.3)

LIDAR (aerial and terrestrial) cloud driven point cloud（DSM,DTM）

These 3 approaches are used in 3D-CAD environment for designing and land scape analysis. We are
quite ready for 4D- Image Map Archiving with the state of the art technology, like Autodesk Infraworks
and Google Earth functionalities. As for Photogrammetric 3D image models, 1cm accuracy “Geodata”
would be the promoting technology for the new era of 3D mapping to establish national resilient land.

2.3.2

Forward motion compensation : from film camera to digital camera

Ordinary aerial photography was conducted by fixed-wing aircraft, and film type camera had relatively
slow shutter speed, so the amount of forward motion during an exposure caused 50-100um of motion blur
on film surface. This unfavorable result is compared with photo particle pixel size of 3-5um, and to some
extent was comparable to the measuring instrument; analogue stereo plotters for medium/small scale
mapping. The motion of an aircraft during exposure amounts of 64mm; shutter speed ( 1/800); photo
scale(1/2,000); aircraft velocity( 100knots), then forward motion on film surface is 32um. These numbers
are not well known by ordinary survey flight pilots and cameramen who are taught with proprietary
manuals of camera manufacturers. So I indicated the situation with the following computing table on
MS-EXCEL spread sheet.
Forward motion can be calculated as follows;
Where photo scale, flying height, lens focal length, shutter speed, aircraft velocity are the essential
parameters, and photo flight length, frame size, exposure interval, number of photos, flying time are also
operational parameters. Our target accuracy of 1cm on the ground requires the whole process to be done
with less than 5um forward motion.

Fig. 46．Forward motion compensation : schema and formula

Next table shows us a computation spread sheet for flight planning.

Table 3.

Helicopter flight forward motion computation table
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2.3.2.1

Film to digital image processing

Most of standard aerial film type cameras are now replaced by either aerial digital cameras or high
resolution satellite images. On the other hand the past aerial photos are historical resources for not only
historical researches but basis of future infrastructure planning and legal right registration. In this sense
we miss effective digital scanners to revitalize the original raw film materials into digital images. We
could use the most advanced 3D image modeling technology, in our words bundle adjustment to get
exterior orientation parameters for 3D image modeling, and related automatic tie point measurement and
adjustment for bundle aerial triangulation. Comparing with current digital stereo plotter on note-book PC
and 3D display, acquiring the accuracy of 1/10,000 to 20,000 of flying height, past analogue / analytical
stereo plotters revealed the accuracy of 1/1,000 to 5,000 of flying height at most. Planimetric (2D)
mapping is currently not competitive to satellite stereo map-compilation. On the other hand 3D modeling
and designing initiatives become quite common worldwide as BIM or CIM initiatives, corresponding
with ISO standards.

But the existing aerial films are so to speak the treasures of historical reality. So

those materials could be reorganized as raw ores processed with digital scanners in 4D Image Map
Archive, with newly coming precise digital photogrammetry and satellite photogrammetry.

2.3.2.2 Straight flight lines
Since fixed wing aircrafts were mostly used for aerial photogrammetry, flight planning was prepared and
controlled on straight flight lines. As film vacuuming system and slow shuttering devices caused forward
motion blurred images even with mechanical correction devices. In precise photogrammetry, helicopter,
digital camera could realize 1cm accuracy photogrammetry with 1cm satellite surveying.

2.3.2.3 Heavy-expensive aerial cameras
Japanese digital cameras are now well known in the world, and cost effective systems would be utilized
for developing countries as new proposals for BIM initiatives.

2.3.2.4

Medium scale mapping oriented design

In the latter half of 20th century, photogrammetric mapping was the most promoting power of city
planning, highway construction and express railway construction. From the beginning of 21 st century,
photogrammetric approaches have become old fashioned technology, on the contrary we have perceived
fragile infrastructures against natural disasters, earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic eruptions, furthermore
cadastral system in Japan is based on the old fashioned registration system with Meiji era documents.

2.3.2.5 No automatic aerial triangulation or non-direct exterior orientation
We have already activated GPS/IMU aerial triangulation in early 2000s with Japan GSI. For precise
photogrammetry, we need authentic digital cameras with high resolution CMOS devices, data transfer

media and automatic aerial triangulation to get 3D image models constructed by exterior orientations. In
the near decades, non-direct exterior orientation and direct real time transferred image orientation on the
ground in a remotely situated reference stations.

2.3.3

Precise aerial photogrammetry: Evolution toward precise aerial survey

One of the essential contents of 4D IMADAS is a 3D image model, realized as a stereoscopic model. 3D
image model is oriented by photogrammetric procedures on 3D-display of PC with 3D-CAD system. As
photogrammetric 3D stereo model has been constructed on photogrammetric stereo plotter, most of the
users could not see its real functionality, instead regarded a stereo plotter just as black box tool for
planimetric mapping. Furthermore those stereo plotters were quite expensive and equipped in the
proprietary room. It is only a decade ago for us to have desktop- or notebook- PC supported stereo
plotters with reasonable price. 3D-CAD and stereo plotter are now combined via 3D measuring marks
and 3D-cursor on 3D display, like 3D-PC games or 3D-movies. So the most essential aspect of the latest
photogrammetric stereo plotter is 3D measuring digitizer of 3D-CAD system through rigorous coordinate
transformation without any error propagation in point to point representation on the 3D screen display.
But 3D-PC game or 3D-movie does not have a pointing and measuring cursor in a certain coordinate
system. Even Google Earth can not design like 3D-CAD. Also LIDAR point cloud model is less accurate
than photogrammetric 3D image model in pointing measuration.

Fig. 47. 3D image models > 3D image diorama > Simulation / Animation

1cm accuracy photogrammetry could be prepared and realized for national land information system, to
extract “ Geodata” from wide spread 3D image maps and 3D photogrammetric models on PC-3D displays.
The purpose of mapping has been changed from general purpose medium scale mapping to precise 3D
modeling for international/national land information system. The key issue and basis of this technology is
Global geodetic reference frame of 1cm ground control points, which is supported by precise geodetic
network adjustment in real time mode. In this sense Parameter Estimation approach could ensure the
accuracy, stability and reliability of the coordinates globally. Based on the ground reference stations of
GNSS receivers, precise aerial photogrammetry would realize direct exterior orientation at exposure and
automatic bundle aerial triangulation in curved or spiral flight lines even of remotely transferred images.
Now it is the time to realize precise aerial photogrammetry of the following factors;
(1) Camera platform: manned and unmanned helicopters
(2) CMOS digital camera with forward motion compensation and anti-vibration device
(3) Curved and helical imaging planning and exposure identification
(4) Automatic aerial triangulation and direct exterior orientation
(5) Photogrammetric 3D orientations and 3D-diorama mensuration
(6) 3D DEM-TIN terrain surface modeling, OrthoMosaic Image mapping
(7) 4D Image Map Archive configuration
(8) Multi-cadastral “ Geodata” archiving for “ GeoInformationsSysteme”
We could here describe contribution of the state of the art technology; evolution of Aerial Survey in the
following ways. As 3D image modelling technology, photogrammetry has been the leader of mensuration.
Topographic mapping for military use characterized the key aspects, like orientations, aerial triangulation
and image stereo matching for Digital Elevation Modeling. Comparing with high resolution satellite
imagery and LIDAR point cloud imagery, photogrammetry with CMOS type digital cameras shows us
advanced potentials with economical aircraft; Helicopter in flexible and all-around imaging directions

Fig. 48. High precision Helicopter Photogrammetry : CMOS digital camera

Fig. 49.

Summit-UAS multi copter

2.3.3.1

Satellite photogrammetry with 3D stereo image models

Photogrammetry is 3D modeling technology, and satellite images have been essential materials of
remote sensing for many decades and used for spatial analysis based on image processing and analysis.
Satellite images were taken as line sensed images and accumulated as a frame image with small viewing
angle, like 1arc degree, which corresponding with the viewing angle of Theodolite. To get stereo images
out of satellite images like aerial photos for mapping, we should have the following requirements;
(1) Forward-nadir-backward line scanning in a trajectory
(2) Long focal length camera along a scanning line for central projection line image
(3) Accumulated line sensor and trajectory frames in stereo orientation, using RPC ( Rational Parameter
Coefficients) solution
(4) Geocentric to Map projection coordinate transformation with Ground Control Points
(5) 3D viewing and measuring Display PC with 3D-CAD system for 3D-mensuration and compilation
Now we realize the above conditions on note book PC with 3D-display driven by 3D-CAD system.

Fig. 50.

Stereo satellite images with RPC file on Summit Evolution

ALOS-Hiroshima/Etajima stereo model are to be evaluated in accuracy, comparing with DGPS check
GCPs, showing the locations and car driving routes for coordinate acquisition in WGS84 latitude longitude coordinate system.

Fig. 51.

ALOS-1 stereo satellite images with RPC files and GCPs

Satellite stereo 3D model is composed with non-central projected images, and RPC files give us
relatively corresponded 3D modeling on 3D display. The 3D image model itself might form spatially nonsimilarity models, which might require non- spatial similarity transformation for rigorous transformation
between model coordinate system and object coordinate system. This might be quite a new finding in the
field of photogrammetry, so we might need more general orientation theory than current orientation and
triangulation approaches to realize in 3D display, mensuration and designing system on PC, as the basic
platform of 4D Image Map Archive Designed Aerial Survey.

Fig. 52.

ALOS-Hiroshima stereo model and Image map on AutoCAD

2.3.3.2 Ground surveying ( 3D terrain mapping )
1cm accuracy satellite surveying ensures rigorous map projection on 3D-CAD system, and most of the
ground features could be surveyed Total Station surveying started from GCPs established by satellite
surveying. Total Station is an evolved angular theodolite with range (distance) measuring device focusing
on targets with/ without prism mirror, so we could get 1cm accuracy coordinates of the remote target.
Total station is now combined with Laser Scanner to reconstruct the object shapes and locations as point
clouds, which could be directly introduced in 3D-CAD system for TIN surface modeling of designing.
The range of applications are Differential GNSS-mapping, total station- computer graphics mapping

and LIDAR - point cloud mapping, pursuing to BIM( Building Information Modeling).

Fig. 53. Precise satellite- Total Station surveying and Kojin-Bashi-GCP

2.3.3.3 3D terrain surface measurement
On a photogrammetric stereo model, measuring marks on left and right sides coincide together on a
image model surface as 3D image point which gives us 3D coordinates (x, y, z) corresponding to
3D-cursor of 3D-CAD screen display. Those points, lines and polygons are expressed on screen display
overlaid and super-imposed simultaneously without any error propagation. Those aggregated vector data
form TIN surface to represent terrain surface in 3D-CAD system. Planimetric representation has been
used on topographic maps with contour lines to represent 3D terrain objects in some coordinate system.
Vector compilation of 3D terrain objects is concrete data acquisition approach, working together with
LIDAR point cloud terrain surface representation. 3D terrain surface measurement and point cloud terrain
surface representation could be directly combined in 3D-CAD module for terrain surface operations.

Fig. 54. 3D surface modeling (3Dmodel measurement>TIN formation >Point Crowd>Surface Model)

Fig. 55．Point Crowd Data- TIN Surface, Break Line-TIN Surface and Volume Surface
3D terrain surface modeling could be combined with multi-layer surfaces, like geological 3D maps.
Each terrain surface could be draped with raster type ortho-mosaic image, like geological map, and multilayer surfaces are easily expressed in 3D-CAD display to be measured as volumetric objects. In this sense
3D Image Map concept is now well prepared and introduced into 4D Image Map Archive concept.

2.3.3.4 3D structure designing : road ; bridge ;landscape
As photogrammetric 3D modeling has been long the most powerful promoter of topographic mapping as
national land information system, new key rolls of 3D modeling seek for precise, speedy and real time
mensuration technology, corresponding 3D-CAD system. Applications are generally summarized in BIM
( Building Information Modeling ) or CIM ( Civil Infrastructure Modeling / Management ). Conceptual
design of BIM or CIM has the premises of 3D-CAD and related CG modules. In the major applications,
like road, bridge and landscape designs, we could now utilize 3D-CAD and related CG modules even on
PC systems and in internet cloud environment.

2.3.4

3D Image Model Representation

3D image models are now represented in 3D diorama and in 3D printer model, and for mensuration 3D
image models in digital stereo plotter with 3D CAD could be most accurately represented. As for
measuring-designing combination of 3D objects, like terrain surface and factory facility, 3D Image
Diorama could be the key style of technology. Public presentation is also the promoting factor to realize
3D Image Diorama style processing in many social infrastructure applications.

2.3.4.1 3D Image Diorama Creation
3D Image Diorama creation is processed on Autodesk Infraworks360. The major components are
projection coordinate system, ortho-mosaicked image and Digital Elevation Model, and reference
coordinate system is WGS84 ellipsoid. 3D objects are represented on CAD-Globe, like Google-Earth.
The author presented the concept of CAD-Globe on AutoCAD coordinate system, which allowed 10 16
digit accuracy in 1990s, there we could generate 3D objects over the whole solar system in mm accuracy.

2.3.4.2

3D Image Diorama Modeling

Generated 3D Image Diorama could be designed with road, bridge and forest modules with attribute
databases. The achieved products are used for presentation not only to the professionals but also citizens
relevant to the projects. For this modeling we have to prepare for tutorial and training courses.

2.3.4.3 3D Animation Creation
The state of the art technology in this field, like Autodesk Infraworks and Navisworks, is ready for 3D
animation creation for public relations, so that new multi-disciplinary approaches could be well organized
in practice. 3D animation could be well combined with CG technology and Manga culture.

2.3.4.4 Internet-Viewer Representation
As we have utilized Internet communication for the early stage of 4D-Image Map Archive of CSEAS
Kyoto University, image maps and related map sheet grid numbering were the substantial resources of

contents of 4D Image Map Archive Designed Aerial Survey. In the collection, classification and
referencing stage of catalogues, map prints, map image files (TIF-DVD) are just raw materials for data
retrieval to certain research works. Now Internet communication has realized image data transfer in JPG /
PDF formats, then we proceed to communicate with each other image file (preferably GeoTIF file), map
sheet grid number, and mosaicked map sheets for GIS / CAD users on the international standards.

3. Application fields of 4D IMADAS
4D-IMADAS deals with time-series maps, aerial photos and satellite images, from which 3D image
models represent historical reality, corresponding to the current map projection coordinate system and
CAD Globe coordinate system. Unified historical reality with 3D image presentation is related with
documental records, and ensures us historical evidence. The characteristics of 4D-IMADAS could be
used in many applications, mostly related with administrative infrastructures, as new type of basic
mapping, using precise photogrammetry including satellite 3D image modeling and satellite surveying.
Application fields are cadastral survey, forestry survey, archeological survey, landscape representation,
geotechnical research, watershed analysis, etc.

3.1 Cadastral survey

Cadastral survey is now conducted not only for taxation purposes but for building national land
information basis, as multi-purpose cadastral survey. FIG’s vision “ Cadastre 2014 “ is now well
implemented in advanced counties, like Germany, corresponding with ISO standards and Norms. We can
consider the historical process and current status of Japan, and propose potential guidelines for
international standard oriented cadastral survey, preparing for precise photogrammetry and satellite
surveying, with superb Japanese products and experiences of natural disasters and atomic accidents.

3.1.1

Urban cadastral survey with 1cm accuracy real time satellite surveying

In Japan, especially in Kyoto, cadastral surveys recommended by FIG( International Federation of
Surveyors) with Cadastre2014 or German GIS (AAA-Schema) are far from reality and administrative
situations. Administration stick to its standard and rather old fashioned mode of cadastral survey. The
most critical aspects are poor accuracy of Basic Ground Control Points, time consuming work flows and
incomplete surveying adjustments, which are described in official specifications. We could propose the
solutions for the advanced cadastral survey with photogrammetry.

3.1.2

Connection with digital archiving initiatives

As we have made proposals of official specifications to the national administrations with experiment
reports, we could organize such public projects on the practical guidelines now.
For this kind of purposes, we are preparing for 4D Image Map Archive Designed Aerial Survey, 4DIMADAS for short. IMADAS sounds like “ it is now” in Japanese.

For these initiatives, we could start

from CSEAS Kyoto University; Map Library and GIS Laboratory, with treasures of map collections and
GIS software resources.

3.1.3

Graphical Least Square Adjustment of Cadastral Maps

In Japan, the national land survey act, the survey act and the real property registration act are major
acts for surveying and land information and land registration projects. Quite different from German
system, which is very close to international standards and norms, cadastral maps are not well
established in digital form, and cadastral books are not well linked with national land information.
After 2011.3.11 earthquake geodetic network is not well adjusted to global geodetic reference frame.
Based on resilient and stable ground control points, our cadastral maps and records should be
reconstructed before the forthcoming natural disasters; earthquake, tsunami and volcanic eruption.
For this purpose we could propose the third network adjustment of cadastral maps as surveying
results. The first network adjustment is geodetic network adjustment, and the second one is
photogrammetric bundle adjustment, to pursue 1cm accuracy on the ground with respect to the
GGRF coordinate system.

Fig. 56.

GGRF based Image Map (1936) and taxation map (1800)

3.1.4 3D Cadastral Map Production Specification
In these years, based on technical researches and experiments, we have made official draft of surveying
specifications in cadastral survey. As the national land survey act prescribes the basic methods of

surveying of ground surveying and photogrammetry, we proposed practical specifications of both
methods to be endorsed according to the relevant acts. Our methods are GGRF based map projection,
precise photogrammetry and parameter estimation approach based satellite surveying. So CSEAS Kyoto
University might be able to organize such a training course for the practice teachers in English.

3.2 Forestry survey
In most of the countries of the world forestry issues are closely related with environmental and
ecological problems, caused by economic and political activities. Vivid satellite images broadcast
meteorological status to the people in daily life, on the other hand Google Earth shows bird’s view of the
earth. We are now close to researcher’s view of forestry area, forestry region and world forest status,
using satellite images, aerial photos and thematic maps on CAD-Globe. From such stand point, we could
show landscape view of Ashu research forest of Kyoto University, with Image Maps, aerial photos and
3D-diorama. Then we look over the country of forest; Myanmar, with Google Earth approach and 4DIMADAS configuration scope for infrastructure modeling.

3.2.1

Ashu research forest of Kyoto University

Ashu research forest of Kyoto University has an area of 4,200ha, and designated as a quasi-national park.
During forestry management, research and teaching for 100 years, scientific resources such as forestry
management books, research papers besides forestry maps and aerial/satellite photos/images are collected
and arranged in the Library. The author has once made an example of 4D Image Map Archive, using
aerial photos taken in 1989, together with forestry maps in orthomosaic image, 3D image models and 3D
image diorama. Currently Laser Profiler data of 5m DEM is also available from GSI’s Internet site.

Fig. 57.

Ashu research forest in Kyoto Prefecture and management facilities

Fig. 58.

Kyoto-3D-diorama-CAD-Globe

(Autodesk InfraWorks2014: Japan GSI 1/25,000 image maps)

Fig. 59.

3D display- note-PC version

Fig. 61.

Fig. 60.

FKP in Shinshu-Univ. research forest

3D image diorama ( Kyoto Univ. Ashu research forest )

Then 3D surface modeling creates automatically major and minor contour lines at appropriate
intervals. Difference of 3D surface modeling and conventional coutouring in topographic mapping is
displayed in the following image.

Fig. 62.

Shifted contour lines: 3D diorama- topographic map (Kyoto Univ. ; Ashu research forest)

3.2.2

Myanmar Infrastructure - Cadastral Survey - Forestry 4D-IMADAS

Burmese people fought against the British Empire three times in 1824-26, in 1852-53 and in 1885-86 ,
we could refer to the historical reality on 4D-IMADAS, using classic maps by Survey of India. Since then
we could organize time series of Image Maps on the current map projection coordinate system of
3D-CAD system. 4D Image Map Archive tells us the continuous series of historical reality of the nation.
For the future infrastructural development and reservation, historical reality guides cadastral survey and
forestry administration in a proper way.

Fig. 63.

birman_empire_1827

burma_admin-2007

(University of Texas, Austin; Map library)

4D-IMADAS is realized on 3D-CAD with regular map sheet numbering of SOI/AMS. The current topic
is seamless Image Maps with GeoTif files on unified map projection system on 3D-CAD. The map
projections are well done instantaneously in vector and raster formats.

Fig. 64.

INDIAN-LL-Basic Grids2015 Numbers

Fig. 65.

Myanmar Image Maps on CAD-Globe with SRTM-DEM and enlarged views

In 4D IMADAS we could utilize reconnaissance aerial photos to Ortho-Mosaic image on top of Image
Map in 3D-CAD system. Aerial photos were taken by British Royal Air Force in 1944 at Tavoy ( Dawei ).
The aerial triangulation of photogrammetry used bundle adjustment for this type of classic aerial photos.

Fig. 66.

Ortho-Mosaicked Image Map of Dawei (1944)

Aerial photos are collected from Williams Hunt Collection of University of London (SOAS); edited by
Elizabeth Howard Moore, made by Williams Hunt of BRAF during the World War II.

Fig. 67.

The Williams Hunt Collection and Inventory archive system in CSEAS

Aerial photos in 1944 by BRAF are oriented with stereo pairs on Photogrammetric 3D mensuration and
compilation system; Summit Evolution (DATEM systems international) and linked with 3D-CAD
( AutoCAD Civil3D) for 3D data compilation. Some portions are well identified for archaeological
researches, like Buddhist temples, urban / harbor facilities and road networks. This type of
photogrammetric orientation was successfully accomplished for the first time in the world.

Fig. 68.

Rangoon ( Yangon ) urban and harbor areas with 50K Image Map (2005)

Fig. 69.

Stereo model of Shwedagon pagoda and corresponding Image Map

3.2.3

Forestry survey: Remote sensing and Remote 3D modeling

70% of Japanese archipelagos which has the area of 370,000 km2 is covered by the forests, mostly
in mountainous areas. Forestry administration has been done with black and white aerial photos till
year 2000. Researchers started to use satellite imagery in remote sensing approaches. Forestry base
maps are not utilized for cadastral survey, and this is one of the reason of delay of fundamental land
survey projects nationwide.
With digital stereo plotter and new orientation methods, 3D stereo image modeling is now possible
for satellite images. This technological breakthrough might accelerate forestry administration and
cadastral survey in not only Japan but also Asian countries.
High resolution satellite images have now better pixel resolution of 30cm on the ground, then we
could measure 3D image models at the same level of accuracy.

Fig. 70.

Satellite image model ( GeoEye: resolution. 40cm on the ground; Tasmania Hobart)

Concluding remarks:
4D-IMADAS started with old map images, aerial photos and photogrammetric 3D-CAD system,
and found enormous potentials of 3D image modeling of satellite images. As for 3D image modeling
of satellite images, ex-professor Dr. Atsushi Okamoto of Kyoto University made profound
theoretical contribution as a pioneer of satellite image orientation as well as parameter estimation
satellite surveying before he passed away in 1999 in 2 aspects of photogrammetry:
(1) Non-central projection 3D image model
(2) Non-similarity based image transformation
So we proceed to the new phase of photogrammetry, using satellite images. These aspects would be
combined with 1cm ground accuracy satellite surveying in real time mode, and well projected on
GGRF (Global Geodetic Reference Frame) coordinate system with 3D CAD system. Satellite
images could also be used with unmanned / manned helicopter mounted digital cameras for real time
3D image modeling, together with Laser profiling devices. For protection and reconstruction against
natural disasters, new combination among precise photogrammetry, point cloud Laser profiling and
satellite surveying presents us powerful tools of 3D image modeling, measuring and designing.
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